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Description
Murals are ideal for creating atmosphere and livening up ordinary bland spaces. Photographs and
patterns can be printed to add interest to an office wall, work space or cafeteria. Murals can be
generated to highlight products for showrooms or retail spaces. Continue brand consistency
through your premises with custom designed and printed theming for all surfaces. Murals are
suitable for interior or exterior application. Size is no obstacle, our printers can cater for the
smallest to largest of requirements. Any space can incorporate a mural and they don't all have to
be permanent. If it's only a short term project we can produce murals on cost effective materials
which have a clean and easy removal.
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Techniques
Wallpaper
A pre-pasted plain wallpaper product which you hang like standard wall
paper. Can be re-wet and removed when required.
Self Adhesive Vinyl
Ideal for both long and short term use on new or existing walls. These
films come in a textured, matte and gloss finsh. Frosted and clear films
are an alternate option for glass walls.
PVC Banner
PVC banner is great for cost effective indoor murals. It can be
stretched around frames or over panels to create murals of any size. It’s
a good option where your wall surface is uneven.
Fabrics
These materials, some including adhesive backings, are used when a
textured finish is required. They can give a more up-market appearance.

Frosting / Etching
These self adhesive films are a cost effective way to decorate glass and
windows and provide privacy. Typically decorative borders are used for
health and safety compliance, but these can incorporate company
logos or designs to match branding. Frosted films come in colours and
can also be printed in full colour. Full windows can be covered.
Window Films
Ideal where you need an image on a window for short term promotions
or permanent installations. We provide vinyl cut lettering or digital full
colour graphics to any size.
One Way Window Film
This film is more popular with vehicle graphics, but is equally effective
on building windows. It works when the light source outside is brighter
than that inside. The image is seen by those on the street while a clear
view out is visible from inside.

Solid Panels
Direct printing or applying vinyl to panels is another alternative where
walls are not suitable for wallpaper or adhesive films.
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